Final Projects for Far Rockaway Community Service Trip
Lauren Weisfeld
On this far rockaway service trip, we gave back by helping rebuild houses people
lost from the disaster storm sandy, we helped prove that we are still stronger than
the storm.
You hear a crack,
A smash,
A scream,
You hear a cry out for help,
Helpless, what you are
Stuck in the same heart breaking condition,
Life around you is turned upside down,
Never thought this would happen to you,
The light comes back,
But the damage has been done,
What was taken away, was gone
Forever
Until there was hope,
Until a group of regular people,
Lucky enough to not be hit so hard,
Gave a little back,
Enough to give a smile,
To warm someone’s heart
But no ones heart was warmed as much as yours,
Touched forever, like the picture frame of a family
Because of Her, the all powerful,
Seeing her destruction,
Helping the broken,
Nothing is better than that,
Give back,
It doesn’t take much,
You will only gain compassion
And they will gain back a touch of what they lost.

Elizabeth Weissman
Stronger than Sandy is a service trip to Far Rockaway helping those affected by
Hurricane Sandy. Students from various schools in Westchester joined J-Teen on a
trip in order to provide aid for those in need. This successful trip was devoted to
help those who have not yet recovered from Sandy, occurring last October.
The winds blew and the rain drenched.
So many hurt by this wretched storm.
Sandy arrived as Halloween’s partner.
However not invited, to this October party,
Following her departure, so many people arrived eager to help.
The sun went up, the moon went down,
But she was not forgotten, especially not on her anniversary.
So a trip was coordinated for students to come.
And the volunteers came in willing to help.
Donating supplies, full of paint and tools,
Gift cards by the dozen, were raised and distributed.
They split up the money, to equally help all in need,
So dedicated, and kind, love filled the volunteers hearts.
Devoting manual labor for those in need,
The volunteers did what they could to improve the Sandy scene.
Three houses they made closer to repair,
While being educated of why,
Why they were even there.
Finally the soup kitchen,
With support and assistance they filled.
Allowed 600 meals to be served to those in need.
In all, they worked and devoted themselves to the fullest,
In order to help those still recovering from Sandy.

Ben Burton
Going on my first J-Teen Trip over Martin Luther King Weekend in January
2013 was truly an amazing experience. I knew that I clearly wanted to do another JTeen trip this year, and when looking through the options of different locations of
this year's trip, I chose Brooklyn/Far Rockaway because I wanted to see how much
Brooklyn has been helped since were there nearly a year before.
I thought my first trip to Brooklyn was a very good and meaningful trip, but I
thought that this second trip was a far more efficient Service Trip.
The first trip to Brooklyn lasted about four days, and I feel that we had more time to
hang out, and while that is nice and all, I come on these trips to do Community
Service, not just to hang out. I felt that on this second trip, we were able to jam pack
our days by really helping people, and accomplish the same amount of service in the
2 day period, as the amount of service that we accomplished on the first trip. Before
going on the trip, I worried that because this trip was shorter than the first one, it
wouldn't have as moving of an effect on me, however, it moved me even more in
knowing that in such a short period of time, we were able to have such an impact.
Another thing that I enjoyed about being on this trip, is that I was a "veteran"
of J-Teen trips. Having already crafted relationships with Abbe, Micah, and Brian on
the first trip, the second that I got on the bus, bright and early on Sunday morning
for this trip, I felt right at home at J-Teen when I saw all of these familiar faces.
Another cool thing about going on a 2nd trip to Brooklyn, was that I remembered
many of the sites and locations that we saw on the first trip, and was really
impressed with how much has been improved in the last year.

Although, I did see vast improvements in the recovery of Brooklyn, one thing
left me very sad from the trip; there are people who are still suffering every day
from the lasting effects of Hurricane Sandy and the media and everyone else is long
gone from the scene. It is very easy for everyone to want to help citizens of
Brooklyn/Far Rockaway immediately after the disaster, when images of the disaster
cover National Television sets, but I think that it is even more of a good deed to go
and help people out a year after the storm has occurred.
One experience in particular that really moved me from this trip was when
we were painting the people's houses, how personalized and connected we were
brought to the victim's houses we were painting. If we had just randomly been
assigned to paint walls of houses, we wouldn't have felt moved by the situation. But,
before we painted the houses, the volunteers gave us background of the people's
houses we were painting, and all of their stories were very personalized, and they
motivated me to put my all into painting the house. When I walked upstairs of the
house I was working at to use the Bathroom, I saw pictures of the family whose
house we were painting and it really hit me that this was someone's HOME that
was devastated by Hurricane Sandy.
Thus, I really had a remarkable and moving experience on my second J-Teen
Trip to Brooklyn/Far Rockaway and really hope to do more work with J-Teen in the
future.

